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Ed Notes

Conferences And
Attendees Teach
I learn something whenever I
Hung Nguyen. He was gracious
spend time around testers. At the
(or crazy) enough to let me sit in
Software Test & Performance
on drums for their version of
Conference in San Mateo last
Billy Strayhorn’s “Take the A
month, I learned that testers like
Train.” I’ve since learned that the
music. I also witnessed you get1939 classic became the tradeting inspired in places other than
mark of the Duke Ellington
music halls and classrooms.
orchestra after Duke’s son
I’m referring of course to Dr.
Mercer found the arrangement
Arlene Blum, a biophysicist,
in Strayhorn’s trash.
activist and mountaineer. Blum
Music on the second night was
Edward J. Correia
led the first American—and allsupplied by the great Pollo Del
women—ascent of Annapurna I, one of the
Mar, with instrumentals from the 1970s,
world’s most dangerous and difficult mounincluding by request the Dick Dale & the
tains. Blum also led the first
DelTones version of the 1920’s
women’s team up Mt. McKinley
Greek classic Misirlou. (I recand was the first American
ognized this as the theme from
woman to attempt Mt. Everest.
the opening credits of Quentin
Demonstrating clear paralTarantino’s classic Pulp Ficlels to IT project management,
tion). Later, guitarist Ferenc
When Thomas
Bloom also made the first traDobronyi admitted that “Chicverse of the Great Himalaya
ken of the Sea” (translated
Jefferson had
Range of Bhutan, Nepal and
from the Spanish) had not
India entirely on foot, a 14,000played that song in about 7
mile journey as the crow flies. trouble wording the years. I don’t think anyone
This journey required careful
noticed.
Declaration of
planning of the team’s requireThe experience reaffirmed
ments for an entire year, includsomething I had come to
Independence, he know from other conferences,
ing food, equipment, human
guides and porters; coordinatis that testers like
played his violin for which
ed among numerous local peomusic. This month’s Future
ples and governments. Blum
inspiration, as did Test column (page 34) touchcompared her tremendous
es on the concept of testing as
achievements with those of proa right-brain activity, just as
Albert Einstein.
fessional test and development
music is thought to be.
teams, which are filled with
When Thomas Jefferson
The tester has that
challenges, peaks and valleys
had trouble wording the
and a real knowledge that
in common with Declaration of Independence,
success demands intense team
he played his violin for inspicollaboration. (In fact, her
ration. Albert Einstein, said by
the genius.
book “Annapurna: A Woman’s
grade school teachers to be
Place,” was selected by Fortune
“too stupid to learn,” impromagazine as one of “75 books
vised on the instrument to
that teach you ever ything
help him solve equations.
you really need to know about
He went on to became an
business.”)
accomplished violinist, favorOn opening night, we were inspired by
ing Mozart and Bach (Johann, not James).
entertainment provided by the SF Bay Jazz
The tester has that in common with the
Band, led by LogiGear chairman and CEO
genius. ý
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Feedback

Contributors

PAIR AND PAIR ALIKE
I was just reading your article (“All's Fair
with All Pairs,” Test & QA Report, March
31, 2009) and had to comment. I have
used the All Pairs tool and concept on
various projects. The downside of the
All Pairs tool is dependencies. Many web
sites have check boxes that will activate
something when checked. If not
checked, the options are not available.
Adding this dependency into the All
Pairs tool was tricky when I used it several years ago. I have converted to
another vendor tool that has worked
very well for me. There are many tools
(both free and commercial) that will
provide you with a method of coverage
with minimum inputs being required.
Peter Zimmerer did a great presentation at a QAI conference a couple of
years ago on combinational testing and
he presented a list of tools that are available. A selection of tools is out there
you just need to understand how to use
them and they will reduce your test
time.
I have combined pairs testing with
automation to allow me to do explorator y testing while the automation PC is
running coverage testing. I still need to
validate results from the automation but
that is a rather quick process as some
validation is built into the automation.
If you have not tried pairs testing,
give it a go. There is a bit of a learning
curve but nothing a good test engineer
can’t master.
Gretchen E. Henrich

TED HUSTED is a business analyst, co-author of “JUnit in
Action” (Manning Publications, 2003), and a regular speaker at various user groups. In 2008, he joined VanDamme
Associates, a .NET integrator specializing in non-profits
and associations.
If you’re just getting into testing applications built with
Ajax, Ted’s primer beginning on page 10 will tell you when,
where and how to test Ajax components. Also covered
are how to create automatic tests with popular, free, opensource tools and how to use testing tools with continuous
integration systems.

As an unusually experienced and accomplished consultant and self-proclaimed software quality guru, R O S S
COLLARD founded in 1980 Collard & Company. He has
consulted with top-level management from a diverse variety of companies from Anheuser-Busch to Verizon. On
page 18, Ross continues his multi-part series on application performance testing with a look at data patterns, and
explains how recognizing them within your organization
can increase testing efficiency.

Keep your applications humming along and your company out of the headlines with a three-pronged approach that
combines monitoring, analysis and tuning by career test
automator PRAKASH SODHANI. It starts on page 29.
Prakash is a quality control specialist with a global IT
services organization. He holds a master’s degree in computer science, is a Certified Software Test Engineer, Certified
Quality Improvement Associate, Sun Certified Java
Programmer, and holds MCP (SQL Server 2000, C#) and
Brainbench's Software Testing certifications.

TO CONTACT AN AUTHOR, please send e-mail to feedback@stpcollaborative.com.

SPEAKING OF DEFECTS…
How could a copy editor miss “Thomas
Addison” cited as inventor of the light
bulb (Software Test & Performance magazine, March, 2009, page 34)?
Judith R. Mangubat
From the editor: A very good question, Judith,
and one for the editor as well! Thanks for
reminding us that in all QA stands room for
improvement.
FEEDBACK: Letters should include the writer’s
name, city, state and e-mail address. Send your
thoughts to feedback@stpcollaborative.com.
Letters become the property of Redwood
Collaborative Media and may be edited for
space and style.
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Out of the Box

Telesis Tool Targets ‘Defective
End User Business Scenarios’
It’s unusual to describe a tool that
finds software defects as one that “helps
test the most important, most used and
most defective end-user business scenarios.” Your scenarios might contain
defects, but does that mean they’re
defective?
Yet that’s how Telesis described its
Business Testing Triage Tool in a document announcing its release late last
month.
The Connecticut-based test automation consultancy further claimed that
BT3 eliminates more than half the costs
of test automation maintenance, presumably with its ability to “create thousands of test cases using only one test
script.” Scripts are searchable and can
be sorted and reused, it claimed.
The tool works in any phase of development and “can be used by business
analysts, test engineers and programmers.” It also integrates with test tools
from Hewlett-Packard and SAP.

According to Jason LaForte, BT3 is
intended to help testers with what he
refers to as “bottom-up testing,” which
he says forces developers to focus too
much on the details of test data. “This
results in enormous volumes of test
scripts, which are expensive to build and
maintains and don’t provide a prioritized business perspective on what
should be tested.”
BT3 brings three components to
bear on the problem. A test asset manager organizes test cases and other
assets. A dashboard permits testers to
prioritize them and gives managers a
way to review test coverage and status.
Based on those priorities, a test data generator then builds the test cases.
Reusable test cases are stored in a library
and are compliant with Sarbanes-Oxley
regulations.
Business Testing Triage Tool began
shipping on March 24. Pricing was not
disclosed.

Vantage Has Strobe
Mainframe in Sight
Compuware in late March updated
Vantage and Strobe, its performance
optimization tools for distributed and
mainframe applications that now can
work together to provide end-to-end visibility of application bottleneck and
throughput data.
Vantage is Compuware’s IT service
management platform, which provides
managers, developers, testers and endusers with performance visibility of distributed applications across multiple tiers
and architectures, including Java EE,
.NET and SQL. Strobe measures and
optimizes performance of z/OS online
and batch processing applications running on IBM’s OS/390 operating system.
The two now work together to give to
end-users visibility into performance of
their mainframe applications. And
according to Steve Tack, Compuware’s
vice president of product strategy, it’s
the opinion of the end-user that really
matters when judging performance.

Create an EnterpriseCloud Hybrid
Looking for a way to exploit cloud computing without entrusting your IP to the
ether? Vordel offers a possible solution.
The Irish company recently unveiled
Vordel 5 Cloud Edition, which allows a
company’s terrestrially-deployed applications to connect securely to resources in
the cloud. Released initially with support
for Amazon’s EC2, later editions of the
tool will connect with Force.com and
Google cloud solutions, the company said.
Vordel 5 Cloud Edition features
include mediation between externally
and internally hosted apps, monitoring
and alerts of cloud availability and responsiveness based on SLAs, safeguarding of
confidential data, monitoring of cloud
usage and costs with customizable alerts,
detection and alerting of misuse network
bandwidth conservation and automatic
cost optimization, audit, archive and
secure data transfer.

A dashboard in the Business Testing Triage Tool (BT3) permits testers and business analysts to prioritize
test cases while giving managers an overview of testing and coverage status.
MAY 2009
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Testers Sprint To
Communicate
Many of the industry’s best and brightest
minds were on hand in Silicon Valley last
month to talk about software testing. And
some great instructors were there too.
Keeping yourself and others on your
team informed is key to worker efficiency,
team effectiveness, career growth and good
relations. It’s also a critical part of the agile
process, as test consultant and scrum master Bob Galen emphasized in his one-hour
session titled “Releasing Agile Products in
the Enterprise.”
The Scrum variant of agile centers
around daily status meetings to discuss
the sprint, is a longer period (typically
two to four weeks) during which usable
application components are built and
tested. “Everyone can come together on
one day and get one consistent feeling,”
said Galen. “If it doesn’t get done during
the sprint, you remove a task and put it
in the backlog.” It’s important to “honor the time box” stressed Galen, but
added that delivering an unfinished component is never part of the plan. “Always
make the product owner aware of the
adjustments in the product test. Make
them aware of issues as they come along.”
Communication is key.
Agile also includes the concept of crossfunctional teams; groups of testers, designers and developers, working together
before and during the coding process. “This
means not waiting for testing to begin after
development…to test while developing with
collaboration between developers and
testers.” Again, communication is central
to this process, and one of its main byproducts is agility. The variable in agile is scope,
says Galen. “Agile allows for the adjustment
of scope. Agile is realistic; it allows for
change as priorities change.”
Other pearls of Galen wisdom were
found in “Setting agile-centric release criteria.” This session focused on the content
of “doneness,” a major quality-centered
activity among agile teams to determine
the readiness as it relates to end of an iter-

Conference chairman Edward Correia (top)
introduces six-member panel to discuss testing
processes; Hung Nguyen, chairman and CEO of
software testing services company LogiGear,
delivers opening keynote.

ation or sprint. “Are goals important and
why?” Galen asked the group. “To know
when you're done,” answered one attendee.
Others indicated that it helps with focus,
measurement and, as Galen also pointed
out, supports the self-organizing, self-directed-team principle behind agile testing.
“Plans don't drive people or success, people do. And goals drive the team. And teams
need to know how to align to the goal.”
Galen described the four levels of doneness with examples of each, and explored
patterns to exercise collaborative skills to
influence teams toward more complete and
valuable work. ý
Teresa Cantwell and Jen McClure contributed
to this story.
MAY 2009

ST&Pedia
Translating the jargon of testing into plain English

Unit Testing Redux

Since unit tests serve as a regression
test suite and can provide coverage
feedback, you may want to run them as
often as possible.

Back in August 2008 (www
Behavior Driven
.stpmag.com/issues/stp
Development (BDD)
2008 08.pdf) we introduced
Behavior Driven Developsome basic concepts in unit
ment adopts a different style
testing. In this issue we're
of assertion. Instead of
going to expand our unit
describing what a unit
testing horizons and talk
should produce, BDD
about some more advanced
describes how a unit should
Matt Heusser and
Chris McMahon
concepts in unit testing.
behave. The home page of
Also, we'll take a look at
Ruby's RSpec library (rspec
.info/) provides a great example for testsome ways that unit testing idioms can be
ing a bowling game:
harnessed to test larger chunks of code.

Refactoring

Unit
A discreet code element that performs a
limited function. In object oriented
(OO) languages such as Java, C# or Ruby,
this is typically a method belonging to a
class. In older imperative/procedural
languages, the unit would likely be a subroutine in a module. In a functional programming language like Haskell, the unit
would typically be a function.

Test Driven Development (TDD)
The practice of writing one's tests before
writing the code needed to make the tests
pass. Statements in tests tend to be
authoritative, for instance these examples
from Ruby's "test/unit" library: 'assert';
'assert_nil'; 'assert_equal'; 'assert_match'.
Using TDD, we describe in terms of statements what our particular small method
should do; only then do we write the
method to satisfy the tests.
Here is an example from Programming Ruby v.2 (www.pragprog .com/titles
/ruby/programming-ruby) for a Roman
Numeral converter:
def test_simple
assert_equal("i", Roman.new(1).to_s)
assert_equal("ix", Roman.new(9).to_s)
end

it "should score 0 for gutter game" do
20.times { @bowling.hit(0) }
@bowling.score.should == 0

Code Coverage
Some compilers and interpreters provide tools that can measure how much
of a given codebase is exercised by tests;
others have plug-ins that can provide
those metrics. Some popular goals of
unit tests are to achieve a high level of
statement coverage (each line of code is
exercised by a test) and/or branch coverage (every branching possibility
through a unit of code is covered).
Although good coverage is no guarantee that the application works correctly, the military and defense industry
have studies which correlate high code
coverage with high reliability.
Note the simple function:
int divyby(int numerator, int denominator) {
return numerator/denominator;
}

Can achieve 100 percent statement and
branch coverage by ensuring that 2
divided by 2 is one yet it also has a
divide by zero error, which could cause
a crash if denominator is ever zero.

Continuous Integration (CI)
We must emphasize that the main
purpose of TDD is not to find bugs in
code. TDD is first, foremost and most
importantly a way to design code. TDD is
so popular because (besides being a
great design practice) using TDD to
design code will automatically produce a
useful regression test suite.
MAY 2009

The practice of continually checking
out the latest code, building the software, and running all of the unit tests
automatically, either every few hours or
upon each code check in. A number of
tools exist to do this. Some of the most
well known are CruiseControl and
Hudson.

One motto of agile programming is
"red, green, refactor." This instructs the
programmer to write a failing test, write
the code to make the test pass, then
make the code as good as possible.
Refactoring is the act of improving the
production code without changing the
behavior of that code. (So that the tests
still pass.)
Martin Fowler, Michael Feathers and
others have written important books on
refactoring.

Conventions
Unit testing practices are evolving as we
speak, but some trends are becoming so
important that they are worth noting. In
particular, automated test frameworks that
exercise parts of software systems larger
than units are adopting the language of
unit testing, both TDD and BDD. An
astute test automation professional would
do well to learn that language.
When an API is exposed “behind the
GUI,” testers can write automated tests
that are faster, more precise, and less
brittle. When doing so, testers may
become exposed to the frameworks and
languages of unit level testing. At the
same time, developers are often testing
applications in larger chunks. We see little value in distinguishing between "true
unit" tests and what some developers call
"integration" tests, those that work at the
class level or with several classes.
A final trend we've observed is that
developers are doing more testing at
higher levels and black box testers are
moving into lower levels. The critical
skills, in both cases, are test design and
programming. Testers with solid test
design skills have quite a bit to contribute to this ecosystem, whether they
are expert programmers or only just
learning. ý
Matt Heusser and Chris McMahon are career software developers, testers and bloggers.They’re colleagues at Socialtext, where they perform testing
and quality assurance for the company’s Webbased collaboration software.
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Ajax By Numbers:
A Unit Testing
Primer

Open-Source
Tools And
Techniques
To Make Your
Apps Bloom

By Ted Husted

N

ot long ago, teting Ajax components meant play-testing a
page by hand. The number of applications using the Ajax

technique has grown steadily since it was
introduced in 1998. Today, there are a
growing number of tools that developers and testers can use to simplify and
automate the process of testing Ajax
applications.
In this article, you will learn when to
test, what to test, and how to test Ajax
components with working demonstrations of automated tests created with
Yahoo User Interface Library (YUI) Test
and OpenQA Selenium, and then
launched with Hudson, a continuous
integration system. There are several
good continuous integration systems out
there, and if you’re already using another one, just apply my logic to yours. For
more on these tools, see sidebar “If it’s
free, it’s for me.”
If you haven’t already done so, now
would be a good time to read the sidebar, which explains a few Ajax basics.
If you have, or if you’re already familiar,
feel free to move directly to the next section, in which I introduce the application we’ll be testing with our suite of
open source testing tools.
What is Ajax?
The term Ajax was coined in 2005 as an
acronym for "Asynchronous JavaScript
and XML." The term describes a technique under which a script running inside
a browser makes requests to a server and
updates page content dynamically, without the usual full-page refresh. Though
the acronym is recent, the technique itself
dates back to 1998.
The goal is to let Web pages behave
less like flat documents and more like
dynamic GUI applications. According to
one source(msexchangeteam.com/archive
/2005/06/21/406646.aspx), the popular form of the technique was born out
of an attempt to make the Microsoft
Exchange Web Client look exactly like
Outlook. Today, many Web -based applications have a rich, GUI-like, look and
feel.
How Does Ajax Work?
Ajax works its magic using a (still) nonTed Husted is co-author of “JUnit in Action”
(Manning Publications, 2003), and a business
analyst for .NET integrator VanDamme
Associates.

standard (but ubiquitous) JavaScript feature known as the asynchronous
XMLHttpRequest (XHR). We can trigger an XHR using any JavaScript event:
pressing a button, changing a list selection or tabbing from field to field. The
XHR differs from an ordinar y
HttpRequest in that it works asynchronously. In other words, the script fires
off the call and goes merrily on its way,
without pausing for a response. Instead
of waiting, the script registers a "callback" method that can be invoked when
the response returns. In the meantime,
the script can continue, or even end,
and the application doesn't seem to lockup or stall waiting for the ser ver
respond.
The XHR differs from an ordinary
HttpRequest in that it works asynchronously ... and the application doesn't
seem to lockup or stall waiting for the
server respond.
When the response does return, the
script engine invokes the callback
method. The method can then use the
content returned in the response to
update the page dynamically. We may
call it an XMLHttpRequest, but the content it returns can be plain text, an
HTML fragment, XML—whatever we
need.
While this article isn't intended as
an Ajax tutorial, an illustration using a
simple Hello World application will
make it easier to understand testing
JavaScript apps. The HTML code in the
example
"Simple
JavaScript
Application" in Figure 1 presents a message when the button is clicked and
pops up an Alert dialog.
To simplify the code, this script uses
the popular YUI librar y. Given an
Internet connection, you can copy the
example to an HTML file and open it
with a browser. The figure "Hello World
Stor yboard" shows the example in
action.
While we could use Hello World to
demonstrate testing a JavaScript application, it's not a true Ajax application
since we do not use an XHR to interact with the ser ver. To introduce an
XHR, we can add a ser ver-side file to
provide the "Hello World" text, and a
callback function to receive the response
and present the text.
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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AJAX BY NUMBERS
[SetUp]
public void SetUp()
{
logic = true;
}

FIG. 1: SIMPLE JAVASCRIPT APPLICATION
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"><html><head>
<title>Simple JavaScript Application</title>
<!-- (1) Load library scripts, courtesy of Yahoo! YUI. -->
<script src="http://yui.yahooapis.com/2.6.0/build/yahoo-dom-event/yahoo-dom-event.js"
type="text/javascript"></script>
<script src="http://yui.yahooapis.com/2.6.0/build/element/element-beta-min.js"
type="text/javascript"></script>
</head>
<body>
<!-- (2) Render a button control. -->
<input id="hello-button" type="button" value="Say Hello World!" />

[Test]
public void SetUpTest()
{
Assert.IsTrue(logic);
}
}
}
}

<br /><br />
<!-- (3) Provide a message area. -->
<div id="hello-div"></div>
<!-- (4) Initialize the button and div, define the "handleClick" function and attach it to the button. -->
<script>
var elButton = new YAHOO.util.Element("hello-button");
var elDiv = YAHOO.util.Dom.get("hello-div");
var handleClick = function(e) {
elDiv.innerHTML = this.get("value");
alert(this.get("id") + " raised " + e.type);
this.removeListener(handleClick);
};
elButton.on("click", handleClick, elButton);
</script></body></html>

How Do We Test It?
In the beginning, all JavaScript and Ajax
testing came in the form of Alerts, like
those we used with Hello World. Today,
by comparison, the scripting landscape
is crowded with testing tools.
Using the tools described in the sidebar: “If it’s free, it’s for me” (page 15),
we can test an Ajax application as we
would test any other solution. We can
start with unit tests against the internal code, and then add functional tests
against the external user interface. With
internal and external tests in place, we
can use a continuous integration system
to run the tests automatically.

{
class TestNUnit
{
[TestFixture]
public class SetupTest
{
bool logic = false;

Yahoo's YUI Test framework follows
the same paradigm as JUnit or NUnit.
To unit test our code, we create a test
case in the form of an HTML page to
exercise the public methods with a
script. YUI Test even has its own version
of a test runner that pops up over the
page and displays the outcome of the
test methods.
In our first Hello World example, we
embedded some test code, in the form
of an alert, into the HTML code. The
same sort of thing can be done with YUI.
A key feature of YUI Test is that it
can select user controls so that tests can
run unattended. If we also move the
page's script into a separate file, we can
call the same script from the production page and the unit test. The example "Test Hello World" shows a YUI Test
that clicks the button to present the
message, and itemizes the result in the
test logger.

FIG. 2: HELLO WORLD ALERT

Ajax Unit Testing with YUI Test
When testing conventional applications
with frameworks such as JUnit and
NUnit, our goal is to test the code at the
"unit of work" level. In practice, unit
testing means using a second program
(or test case) to exercise the public
methods within a class. The following
sample code shows the source and output for a simple NUnit test setup.
"Hello NUnit"
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using NUnit.Framework;
namespace testing

12
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Wasn’t that easy? Let's try it with the
Ajax example. (A few minutes later, after
trying it…) Hmmm, that's strange. The
screen renders correctly but the YUI
Test logger says the test failed.
The false negative is a result of the
asynchronous nature of Ajax ...
Microseconds later ... the test has already
reported failure!
To test asynchronous code, YUI Test
provides a wait() method that can be
used in two different ways. Without a
parameter, the wait() method exits the
script until a resume() method is called
(usually by an event handler).
The resume() method accepts a single parameter, which is a function to run
when the script resumes. Alternatively,
a function can be passed to wait() along
with a timeout value (in milliseconds).
When the timeout expires, YUI runs the
function.
The example "Test Ajax Works"
shows using the wait() method to give
the callback enough time to return. (As
before, this example must execute on a
Web server to be successful.)
"Ajax Works 2"
function ajaxWorksInit(elButton, elDiv) {
var sUrl = "ajax-works-result.txt";
<!-- (1) The callback function runs when the
XHR returns. -->
var callback = {
success: function(o) {
elDiv.innerHTML = o.responseText;

FIG. 3: AJAX WORKS SUCCESS
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},
failure: function(o) {
elDiv.innerHTML = "AJAX doesn't work! " +
"Status is (" + o.status + ") " + o.statusText + ".";
}
}
<!-- (2) The event handler hands off to the callback method. -->
var handleClick = function(e) {
var transaction =
YAHOO.util.Connect.asyncRequest("GET", sUrl,
callback, null);
this.removeListener(handleClick);
};
elButton.on('click', handleClick, elButton);
}

YUI Test is a mature framework with
many more features than we have been
able to show here. For more, see the
excellent documentation on the YUI site
(developer.yahoo.com/yui/yuitest/).
Ajax Unit Testing with Selenium
While YUI Test can simulate some user
actions, it's not intended to fully test an
application’s user interface. A better
choice for functional testing is Open
QA Selenium.
A common workflow is to create, run,
and edit tests using Selenium IDE,
export the tests to run with Remote
Control and load-test everything with
Grid. The net result is an end-to-end

functional testing solution.
In this article, we use IDE to record
tests, and then we use Remote Control
to run the tests with Hudson.
Recording Tests with Selenium IDE
The Selenium IDE can be loaded
directly into FireFox from the plug-in
repository. When launched, the plug-in
opens a child window where you can
record and edit user actions. Selenium
can select control, input data, and read
text from the screen as it is updated.
If you make a mistake during recording, the IDE lets you edit the original
input. The IDE includes hints and autocomplete functionality for all of the
Selenium commands, making it easy to
learn the language without resorting to
(ugh!) opening a manual.
As we progress through a workflow,
Selenium can confirm where we are by
reading text from the document object
model (DOM) loaded into the browser.
The figure "Verifying Text" shows how
we can confirm that a login succeeded, and the user's name is being displayed. Note that while we indicate the
text on the screen, Selenium reads from
the DOM, not the display. See Figure
5: "Verifying Text"
Like YUI Test, Selenium includes features that support testing asynchronous
Ajax code. Instead of simply verifying
that text is on the screen at some particular point in time, we also have the
option of telling Selenium to pause for
a time certain, or to watch for a change,
and then to proceed. The net result is
that testing Ajax Web applications with
Selenium is simply a matter of choosing
the "wait" version of a command.
When our application workflow is
complete, we can save the test script for
later use.
Natively, Selenium stores commands
in an HTML table with three columns.
The first column is the command name,
the second column is an HTML identifier, and the third column is an additional argument, such as text to insert.
If the IDE's editing capabilities aren't
enough, you can also edit the HTML file
directly.
The IDE can also playback the
Selenium tests. In usual unit test form,
the IDE glows green when the tests pass,
and burns red when tests fail.
While the browser-based IDE and
test runner are sufficient for light testing, more rigorous acceptance tests
can make good use of a conventional
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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using
using
using
using
using
using

FIG. 4: TEST HELLO WORLD

System;
System.Text;
System.Text.RegularExpressions;
System.Threading;
NUnit.Framework;
Selenium;

namespace testing_apps
{
[TestFixture]
public class SeleniumTest
{
private ISelenium selenium;
private StringBuilder verificationErrors;

[SetUp]
public void SetupTest()
{
selenium = new DefaultSelenium("localhost", 4444, "*chrome", "http://localhost:8080/");
selenium.Start();
verificationErrors = new StringBuilder();
}

[TearDown]
public void TeardownTest()
{
try
{
selenium.Stop();
}
catch (Exception)
{
// Ignore errors if unable to close the
browser

testing environment. To answer that
concern, the IDE lets us export the
test to conventional source code languages, ready to run with JUnit,
NUnit, or the Perl, Python, and Ruby
equivalents.
Once scripts are exported to conventional source code, we can run them

FIG. 5: VERIFYING TEXT

as part of an ordinary unit test run with
the help of Selenium Remote Control.
Using Remote Control to Run
Unit Tests
The following code shows the C# version of a simple Selenium test set:
Testing-Ajax-Works.cs

}
Assert.AreEqual("",
verificationErrors.ToString());
}

[Test]
public void TheNewTest()
{
selenium.Open("/index.html");
Assert.AreEqual("Testing Apps ...", selenium.GetTitle());
selenium.Click("link=Ajax Works");
selenium.WaitForPageToLoad("30000");
Assert.AreEqual("Simple Ajax
Application", selenium.GetTitle());
selenium.Click("hello-button");
for (int second = 0; ; second++)
{
if (second >= 60) Assert.Fail("timeout");
try
{
if (selenium.IsAlertPresent()) break;
}
catch (Exception)
{}
Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
try
{
Assert.AreEqual("AJAX works! Status
is (200) OK.", selenium.GetAlert());
}
catch (AssertionException e)
{
verificationErrors.Append(e.Message);
}
selenium.Open("/index.html");
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Assert.AreEqual("Testing Apps ...", selenium.GetTitle());
selenium.Click("link=Ajax Works 2");
selenium.WaitForPageToLoad("30000");
Assert.AreEqual("Simple Ajax
Application", selenium.GetTitle());
selenium.Click("hello-button");
for (int second = 0; ; second++)
{
if (second >= 60) Assert.Fail("timeout");
try
{
if (selenium.IsTextPresent("Say Hello
World via Ajax!")) break;
}
catch (Exception)
{}
Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
selenium.Open("/index.html");
Assert.AreEqual("Testing Apps ...", selenium.GetTitle());
}

I

F IT’S FREE, IT’S FOR ME
Who needs IBM and HP when there’s opensourcetesting.org? In January, the Web site included 16 matches for JavaScript tools and 7 for Ajax.
Yahoo User Interface Library (YUI Test) (developer.yahoo.com/yui/) is a unit testing framework for adding code-level tests to browser-based JavaScript solutions. If you're familiar with
other unit testing frameworks,YUI Test derives characteristics from NUnit (www.nunit.org/)
and JUnit (www.junit.org/).
Open QA Selenium (seleniumhq.org/) is a functional testing framework for adding UI-level
tests to browser-based JavaScript solutions. If you're familiar with other functional testing
frameworks, Selenium is similar in design to Canoo Web Test (webtest.canoo.com/) and HP
QuickTest Professional (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HP_QuickTest_Professional).
Selenium is actually a suite of tools, each with its own specialty:

}

• Selenium IDE is a FireFox plug-in that records and runs tests within your browser.
• Selenium Remote Control is a Java proxy server that runs Selenium tests across multiple

}

With the help of Remote Control,
exported Selenium tests can be run and
maintained along with the rest of the
applications unit tests. With the help of
Remote Control, exported Selenium
tests can be run and maintained along
with the rest of the applications unit
tests.
Selenium Remote Control is a free,
open source add-on. There's no formal
installation utility; just unzip the files to
any convenient directory.
To create the C# source code:
1. open your Ajax test pages with the
Selenium IDE recorder running.
2. export the test to C#.
3. copy the code into a Visual Studio
class file and tweak the namespace.

platforms.
• Selenium Grid runs across multiple Remote Control servers to load test applications.
Even though Selenium is mature, it suffers from a perpetual beta state. After years of betas,
the Selenium team is hoping to have a 1.0 "production" release in 2009. But, don't let the beta
tag fool you. Many have been using Selenium for years. For more about Selenium, cruise the
documentation at their new Selenium HQ Web site (seleniumhq.org/).
Hudson (hudson.dev.java.net/) is a continuous integration framework for compiling application and running tests on an automatic or regular basis. Other CI frameworks like Hudson
include Cruise Control (cruisecontrol.sourceforge.net/) and Atlassian Bamboo (www.atlassian.com/software/bamboo/).

4. add a reference to the Selenium
DDL in the Remote Control download.

FIG. 6 : SELENIUM REMOTE CONTROL
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(For another platform, such as Java,
the process is similar, and just as easy.)
At this point, the source compiles,
but it won't run as a unit test because
the code calls the Selenium Remote
Control server.
Selenium RC is not currently available for .NET, but it is available for Java.
Since our test reaches out through
HTTP, the platform doesn't really matter. We can run the proxy server under
Java, and our class can use the proxy
to run our tests under C#.
Likewise, it doesn't matter what type
of Web server hosts the underlying Ajax
pages. It could be Microsoft IIS, or
Apache Tomcat, or Apache HTTPD.
Since the transaction goes through
HTTP, any standards-compliant Web
server will do.
With both a Web ser ver and the
Selenium server running, we can launch
the process using the NUnit test runner.
When the test runner launches, it automatically brings up FireFox to run the
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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tests. FireFox, in turn, opens two windows, one for its own test runner, and
another for the code under test.
Figure 6: "Selenium Remote Control
in Action" is a screen shot of all three
windows running together.
Since Selenium is designed to automatically open browser pages, it can also
run our YUI Tests as an added bonus.
The net result is that we can run all of
our tests using any tool that can run conventional unit tests. One such tool is the
Hudson continuous integration server.
Using Hudson to Automate
Our Ajax Tests
While reducing the Selenium test to a
unit test seems automatic, we still have
to press the button. Ideally, we'd like the
test to be run automatically (without
human intervention) each time a change
is made to the project's source code.
One feature provided by a continuous integration server is to automatically run the unit test suite whenever a
change is checked into a project's repository. There are many such servers available, including Bamboo and Continuum
and CruiseControl. One of the easiest to
setup in my experience has been one
called "Hudson."
Hudson is a standalone Java Web
application, ready to auto-deploy to most
Java containers. If you are already running a Java container on your ser ver,
deploying Hudson there this can be the
easiest way to go.
If you’re not running a Java Web server, Hudson includes an embedded container, letting you run it from the Java command line. If you need help setting this up,
see sidebar: “Setting up the Hudson.
Configuring Hudson To
Run Tests
Once the Hudson dashboard is up
and running, setting up a job is
mainly a matter of point and click.
Creating a job requires one or
more build tasks to build the
code, run the tests, or perform
other related work. In addition,
the platform offers these options:
• Use an SCM, such as CVS,
Source Safe, or Subversion.
• Select a trigger to fire the
job.
• Collect post-build information to archive binaries
or record results.
• Notify people or systems with the
job results.
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ETTING UP THE HUDSON
After downloading the hudson.war from hudson.gotdns.com/latest/hudson.war, with Java
1.5 or later installed, you can immediately launch the server by running:
> java -jar hudson.war
Once Hudson bootstraps itself, the server's dashboard can be accessed on port 8080, as
shown in the figure below.

If you are already running a service on port 8080, or haven't set JAVA_HOME in your environment, or prefer a different Web root, you can specify those settings at the end of the command line (note the double hyphens).
--httpPort=8080
--javaHome=<no default>
--webroot=~/.hudson/war
By default, Hudson will use a ".hudson" folder in the user's home directory to store its configuration files, which can be overridden by setting HUDSON_HOME as an environment variable, system property, or JNDI variable.
Hudson is easy to reconfigure, so don't worry about getting the startup settings right the
first time!

A typical Hudson job will monitor
the source code repository (SCM) for a
change. When the code changes,

•
Selenium can also
run YUI tests.

•
Hudson will trigger a check-out, build
the latest and greatest and run any automatic tests, and notify other actors of

the outcome.
Although it's a Java server, Hudson can
build software from other platforms too,
including Ruby and .NET. There's
even a plug-in for Microsoft's
Team Foundation Server.
That’s all there is to it
Using tools such as YUI,
Selenium, and Hudson allows
teams to test Ajax applications
as easily as they test conventional
Web applications. There are
dozens of alternatives in each of
the tool categories. A good place
to start looking for the ones that
work best for your organization
might be at opensourcetesting.org. What’s important is to
try one or more of these tools
with your next project, and follow Kent
Beck's sage advice: "Test until fear turns
to boredom!" ý
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Get In Touch With
And KeepTesters
By Ross Collard

T

his is one in a series of articles on using live data in testing. It categorizes and outlines test data patterns that

You Might Not
Even Realize
How Many
Patterns You
Currently Use—
Understanding
Them Can
Simplify Your Job
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performance testers use. The patterns
emphasize enhancing the data to fit the
test goals. The articles in the series overlap, so that each can stand alone.
Performance testers with intermediate-to-advanced skills constitute the primary audience for this article. No specific technical knowledge is assumed
(e.g., a working knowledge of a particular testing tool, or technology employed
in the support environment). The content should also be useful for functional
testers and for non-testers who manage
performance test projects.
The objective of the article series is
to improve your performance testing
through the smarter use of live data.
The scope is broad rather than deep,
and includes Web sites, client/server
systems, mainframes, telecom networks,
databases and real-time embedded
devices. You can apply these ideas to
many situations, but I do not include
any samples of test code, nor detailed
performance tuning instructions, etc.

An Introduction to Patterns
The word “pattern” is defined here as a
practice, model or blueprint. While
repetition is central to the concept of
patterns, so are learning and improving
on them. In this article series, I describe
more than 80 test data patterns, most of
which are massaged or enhanced for a
particular test purpose.
However, I’ve never met a tester who
tests with 80 distinct data sets. (After

scrounging around in their files they are
often surprised at how many they find.)
Practically, managing and using more
than a few data patterns is unwieldy, so
testers consolidate them into a single
one or a small collection.
Here I describe them as many individual patterns so that the purpose and
mechanics of each is clearer. In addition, developing one test data set for
many purposes raises the risks of losing
visibility and inadvertently introducing
conflicts into the data.

Anti-Patterns
An anti-pattern is published as a warning. It appears useful, but in practice is
not effective. An anti-pattern usually is
more than a mere bad habit, sloppy
practice or half-baked idea: many are
significant mistakes or unsolvable problems. By examining repetitive mistakes
in trying unsuccessfully to apply an antipattern, we can learn to recognize the
underlying problems and how to fix or
escape them.
Some patterns in this article might
be anti-patterns for you—not useful,
misleading or even dangerous. I have
not sought to identify the anti-patterns
because (1) in a context-dependent
world, one person’s meat is another’s
poison, and (2) our experience with
these patterns is too new, and our
understanding is not sufficiently mature
to choose winners and losers yet.
Ross Collard is founder of Collard &
Company, a Manhattan-based consulting
firm that specializes in software quality.
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Your Inner Patterns
Feeling Groovy
Taxonomy
Any list of 80+ items cries out for categorization and organization, in order to
discern the “patterns in the patterns”
like physicists’ grand unified theory
(GUT). Although I am working on a
draft taxonomy, it is not yet publishable.
Again, our current understanding is not
sufficiently mature to develop a useful
hierarchy and anything more than very
general categories.

Patterns in Live Data
Cardiologists review live-data output
such as electrocardiograms to decide
whether heart behavior is routine or
abnormal. The data is presented in the
form of time series, and these specialists
are highly trained in reading them. In
other words, they are adept at a form of
pattern recognition.
Though not as accurate as human
experts, software is available to make
these cardiac decisions. An ongoing
waveform, e.g., of systolic blood pressure over time, changes from cycle to
cycle. To evaluate a cycle of live data, the
software first develops a model for comparison, merging waveforms from
recent cycles and rejecting those formerly labeled invalid or abnormal.
Techniques such as least-squares
optimization are used in the merging:
the resulting model pattern is typical of
all, but is unlikely to match any particular cycle of live data, past or future.
However, the optimization technique
guarantees the difference between the
model and the set of past live data is
minimal. Arguably, the model is the best
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predictor of what is normal or aberrant
in the next cycle of live data.
The software calculates an allowable
tolerance or margin of error for the
comparison of a live cycle to the model
— the wider the dispersion of inputs,
the higher the data unpredictability and
thus this margin.
A new model and its margin are calculated for each input cycle to incorporate evolving trends. If the new cycle’s
live waveform does not match the model
within the allowable tolerance, the new
cycle is considered abnormal.
Similarly, pattern recognition methods work with test data, but are rarely
applied. Instead, eyeballing test results is
much more common, a technique which
varies with the reviewer’s alertness, biases and other intangible factors.

PART I:
Mainstream Patterns
(not likely to be enhanced)
Routine Live Data Pattern
In this pattern, live data is captured or
extracted “as is,” without massaging. Data
usually is selected so that critical attributes are preserved—the usage pattern or
operational profile (OP) of the selected
data sample is the same as the overall
population. Similarly, the selected sample
may have the same basic statistical properties (e.g., mean and median) as the
overall population—though according to
surveys I have conducted, just 11 percent
of testers routinely check if they match.
Interdependent data needs to be
coordinated within “itself” in order to

PART I:
Mainstream Patterns
Live data is extracted and used as-is,
without modification or enhancement.
Samples might have the same statistical properties as overall population, but
testers almost never check.

Page 19

PART II:
Enhanceable Patterns
Live data is extracted and enhanced in
an effort to remove or mitigate prior
attempts to cleanse, filter or otherwise
correct data.

Page 22

PART III:
Stress Patterns
This is data used to deliberately overload
or stress a system, or to otherwise push it
beyond its expected capacity. The purpose is to determine breaking points and
the system’s ability to recover.

Page 24
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be usable as test data. (This is not needed for atomic data; by definition it is
independent.) For example, a delete
command is not coordinated if the
object to be deleted is missing. Timing
measurements with the uncoordinated
data are not likely to be realistic, as this
delete command will behave differently
in the test than we expect.
Truncation (see below) is an example of a simple data selection technique that preserves relationships within the test data.

Baseline Pattern
A baseline test measures system performance in the existing situation, as
the “before” part of a before-and-after
comparison of performance. We typically measure “before” performance in a
live environment that may disappear
(or at least be modified), when the
change is implemented, and thus no
longer be available for measurement.
The “after” measurements are related to
a change or group of changes.
In a baseline, live data is used to test
the impact of system changes. Normally
the data is routine, though it can be
enhanced to improve before-and-after
comparability. The pre- and post- test
data usually is exactly the same, but
data changes may have to be introduced (and these differences deliberately preserved when the test data is
refreshed), in order to adjust for factors that are not comparable.
Baselines generally are intended to
reflect the users’ experiences from their
perspectives, and we may need to set service priorities among user constituencies–a fine place for naïve testers to get
into hot water.
Baselines are useful if the available
information is anecdotal (“it runs slowly”), or politicized (“you say it’s faster
after the change, but I swear it is slower”). If it is important to later show evidence of the claimed improvements
caused by the change, baseline results
help us avoid being just another opinion.
Three types of change can occur,
or combinations thereof. The three
categories:
• System under test (SUT) changes
(e.g., new features, or re-engineering of user work procedures).
• Infrastructure changes in the live
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environment (e.g., significant database restructuring, or upgrade of a
server cluster).
• Load demand or mix-of-demand
changes.

Batch Volume Pattern
This type of testing usually combines
functional testing, which is conducted
with sizable volumes of test transactions,
with performance and robustness measurement. Volume testing is sometimes
called parallel testing, when we run the
same volume of test transactions in
before-and-after comparisons, before
and after a system modification is made.
Volume and parallel testing are most
popular in mainframe testing because
their logistics are relatively straightforward in that environment. Volume testing is sometimes called work flow testing.
A volume test is primarily a test of
application functionality, where we use
a sizable volume of transactions that we
have deliberately not preselected nor
filtered. The purpose of volume testing
is to test the ability of a system to handle large numbers of transactions during a short time period, and to look for
problems caused by unintended interactions among these transactions.
Examples of volume tests include trying to fill an input job queue to capacity, pumping through a large, unfiltered
volume of input queries, or swapping
large data volumes between two servers.

Benchmark Pattern
A benchmark is a standard workload
used in testing, instead of one based on
a particular usage pattern. A benchmark does not represent any particular
user’s perspective of reality.
Benchmarks may be established by
vendors, as de facto standards generally
for their own competitive advantage, or
by product review \\services and publications. Or they can be established as de
jure standards by industry-wide associations (e.g., the TPC-C and TPC-W
benchmarks).
Benchmarks are best used for a
comparison of behavior between two
or more systems or system versions,
under the same load. As a standard
predefined pattern used in competitive product-to-product testing, a
benchmark cannot be changed (that

would be considered cheating).
Benchmarks can be derived from
live data, but this data is an amalgam
that comes from various sources and has
been heavily massaged. Not only is
traceability back to original sources
unavailable, trying to reconstruct the
trail may be considered unethical.
Many vendors tune their products
and test environments, in order to optimize measured performance with the
benchmark. The products give exceptional–but probably irrelevant–results
with a particular benchmark.

Standard Benchmark
Computations
One type of benchmark measures system productivity by executing a computer program containing a standard
set of computations. These are very
small, highly portable programs that
can easily be loaded on various
machines, and whose computation
times are easy to measure objectively.
The measured productivity varies
from machine to machine, based on differences in processor clock speed, use of
fast cache memory, optimizing schemes,
etc. It is fairly easy to tune a machine
and optimize the benchmark’s productivity, which means that machine is probably sub-optimized for other uses.
The grand dad of the computational
benchmarks is Whetstone (netlib.org
/benchmark), which is a group of six
programs. They run typical arithmetic
applications, such as adding and multiplying sets of numbers. Developed in Algol
60 in 1972 at the National Physical
Laboratory in the U.K., Whetstone source
code is now available in several languages,
including Fortran, C and Pascal.
Another time-honored one is the
SPEC Benchmark (spec.org), a set of
ten large programs (about 15,000 lines of
code each) which cover a variety of application domains, but emphasize scientific
computations. (SPEC stands for Standard
Performance Evaluation Corp., a nonprofit consortium of hardware, software
and networking companies.)

Example of a Benchmark
RPMark (Reference Performance
Mark) from Client/Server Labs of
Atlanta is a good example of a
client/server benchmark. It helps to
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determine whether live performance
under load will be acceptable, and what
the optimal system configuration is for
throughput and load balancing.
RPMark is a composite of metrics,
gathered while three concurrent workloads run on the system. The three
applications are a query-oriented,
client-driven system, an on-line transaction-oriented system, and a personal
desktop application.
The query-oriented system uses a
Visual Basic front end to access a relational database via ODBC. The on-line transaction processing (OLTP) system is an
order entry application that enters new
orders to be processed. Each transaction
simulates a customer ordering several
items, which triggers a series of events
that access one- or two-dozen or data
records. The personal application simulates a typical mix of office tasks, using
common software suites for word processing, spreadsheets, graphs, presentations,
email, and project management.Lotus
123, Excel, Word, cc.Mail, Harvard
Graphics, Word Perfect, and Freelance.

Cyclic Pattern
Much live data follows a repeating cycle
over time, and this data is typically presented for analysis in the form of a time
series. Most cyclic patterns are not pure
sine waves, and but contain harmonics
superimposed on the basic sine wave.
Each harmonic is in itself a sine wave,
with its own frequency, amplitude and
phase shift from the basic wave. The frequency of a harmonic is an exact integer multiple of the basic frequency
(double, triple, 10x, 100x. etc.).
Live data can include hourly, daily,
weekly, month-end and seasonal harmonic cycles, and so on. Measuring the
cyclic properties is easy when the pattern is in steady state, as shape and periodicity are fixed. (The duration of a
cycle is called its periodicity.)
Periodicity can be specified by the
starting and ending times of each cycle,
which in turn give that cycle’s duration.
Fourier analysis transforms the data
from the time domain to the frequency
domain, which makes the data much easier work with. Other approaches include
curve fitting, not to change the live data
(yet) but to see how closely various models would have predicted the live data.
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Bellwether Pattern
In the stock market, a bellwether stock
is an indicator of price trends for a distinct sector, such as pharmaceutical or
telecom stocks. As the price of the
bellwether moves, we expect its movement to reflect the behavior of that
sector. Though history provides confidence, there is no guarantee that the
price of any other stock or the average
of the sector will move by the same
percentage.
We tend to select a bellwether by
hunch. If it is important enough, we
have the pertinent historic data available, plusand the means to analyze it,
and we can confirm the hunch analytically. We do this by mimicking turning
the clock back, reserving the last cycle
(or last few cycles) of historical data for
later comparison, using the even earlier
data to predict the latest cycle, then
comparing our prediction with what we
had reserved.
An example of a performance test
bellwether is a typical node in a network,
one deemed to be representative of a
group of similar nodes. We could select
the node as our observation point, and
not bother to monitor the system’s
behavior at all nodes, except occasionally to confirm that our assumptions
about the bellwether still hold.

ing infrastructure. Collectively, these
demands are called background noise.
It often is scooped up with routine live
data, like seawater with fish.
Background noise either comes
from the collective chatter in the data
stream or from the environment outside the application of interest.
External noise can be captured but its
purpose, nature and origin may not be
known. Another definition of background noise is data that we do not consider individually significant.

Peak Pattern
Testing with peak loads (as well as routine loads), is important. Many systems
are fine under normal conditions but
cannot handle peak demands. Peaks
often occur with high visibility and anxiety; failures at peaks tend to be disproportionately expensive.
Load Variation Pattern
In this type of testing, the load varies
during the performance measurement
to reflect the typical pattern of how the
load ebbs and flows over time. This provides a more realistic picture of the system’s performance characteristics than
testing with a steady, approximately
equal load for the test duration.

Ramp-Up Pattern

Service level agreements (SLAs) are
agreements among service providers
and their clients. The providers can be
internal IS departments, contractors,
outsourcing specialists or telecom carriers. The agreements specify agreedupon levels of service to be provided,
measured in terms of response times,
throughput, error rates, etc, under predefined conditions (loads, resources).
An SLA compliance test data set is
designed to test one or more SLAs, to
confirm that the system behavior is in
compliance with the SLAs. The SLA
specifies (or hints at) scenarios that are
expected to be in compliance, either
mainstream or corner case. The test
data is selected to test the compliance.

The term “ramp-up test” is used in two
ways. In the first use, it measures the
time needed to initiate a process. For
example, let’s say that a system contains an automated file back-up
process which is triggered when the
file size reaches 90 percent of the
available storage capacity. The back-up
process must launch within two seconds, let’s say. We’d use a ramp-up test
to confirm that this process launch
happened as expected and within the
timing requirement.
The second way the term ramp-up
test is used is similar to a breakpoint test,
in that we observe the trends in response
time, resource utilization, etc., as the
load increases (i.e., ramps up), although
we do not necessarily increase the load
to the point where the system fails.

Background Noise Pattern

Emergency Shut-Down Pattern

When resources are shared, other applications besides the SUT can place concurrent demands on the same support-

Life-critical systems may need to shut
down rapidly to avoid endangering
people.

SLA Compliance Pattern
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PART II:
Mainstream Patterns

attempt to preserve test coverage.
The duration of the test, which too
is limited by the volume of the selected data, similarly might not be enough
to trigger extended-duration bugs.

(likely to be enhanced)
Pristine Pattern
Data massaging attempts to undo or
mitigates prior data cleansing and conversion, and attempts to undo the net
effect of accumulated edits, corrections and filters. Little or no data is
available in truly raw form, and this socalled pristine data actually is deconstructed from what is available.

Growth Pattern
Typically, trends are extrapolated
along an exponential curve, with 3
variations based on growth assumptions (optimistic, most likely and pessimistic). Test data is adjusted to show
predicted growth.

Sophisticated Enhancement
Patterns

Truncated Pattern
To reduce test execution time, we can
truncate (a) an input data stream, by
dropping incoming transactions after
a truncation point, and (b) a database
accessed by the transactions, by dropping records after a corresponding
cut-off point.
For example, we might decide to
process only incoming orders for customers whose names start with “A.” We
could sort the orders alphabetically, if
they were not already, and
ignore everything from B
onwards. Similarly, we
could truncate a copy of
the database, retaining
only customers whose
names begin with A. We
also could truncate individual transactions: e.g.,
variable-length multi-part
ones in which each part
contains a single command.
Unless we plan carefully, this approach will
not necessarily preserve
test coverage(as measured by a static code analyzer, e.g., the number of
software paths exercised). The duration of
the test, which is limited
by the volume of the selected data,
might not be enough to trigger longburning-fuse bugs such as slow memory leaks.

Cyclic Enhanced Pattern

•

Live data is adjusted by curve fitting
and removal of outliers, e.g., to produce a composite “best fit” curve. The
shape of the fitted curve depends on
the type of curve selected (e.g., polynomial or parabolic), and the definition of best fit.
The factors that influence the cycle
are not fully known. Cycles do not
repeat exactly, and their
periodicity (cycle durations)
can
evolve.
Generally several frequencies overlap (e.g.,
weekly, month-end, seasonal cycles).
The
fitting
and
enhancement may have
to be done in real time,
before the next cycle.
Fourier analysis is a technique worth considering:
transforming from the
time domain to the frequency domain usually
gives us greater understanding of the patterns.

In SLA violation
patterns, test data
is adjusted to fit
an unacceptable
scenario.

Minimally Redundant Pattern
We trim data volume for test efficiency, while preserving referential integrity and thus data coordination, and
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•

Restored/Refreshed
Pattern
Tuning is usually performed in a series of test-tune-retest
cycles. Updates are reversed to restore
test data files and test environments,
in order to rerun the same tests after a
tuning cycle.
Dates are updated and re-coordinated, to counter the aging of the test
data. For example, dates such as
“Today’s Date” and “Last Friday’s

Date” are updated as the meaning of
“today” changes.

Privacy Protected Pattern
In compliance with U.S. regulations
such as Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) and
HIPAA, as well as similar foreign ones,
data privacy must be assured. Data
masking, scrambling and other techniques preserve anonymity while also
preserving referential integrity (essentially, cross-referencing among data
items). Audit trails of the privacy protection process, adequately secured,
may need to be retained in order to
show evidence that the process is in
conformance with accepted practices.

Corner Case Pattern
A corner case is a combination of
extreme but valid data values. In a corner case, variables that influence the
system behavior have valid values, but
more or one are at the extremes of
their valid ranges.
Many systems are highly configurable: they can be set up and thus
behave in many different ways.
Settings are adjustable, and the number of their legitimate combinations is
finite but astronomical. If a corner
case works, many less extreme tests
also are assumed to work, radically
reducing the amount of testing with
little extra risk.

Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Violation Pattern
SLA documents often describe specific
scenarios as examples of acceptable
and unacceptable behavior.
In these patterns, test data is adjusted deliberately to fit an unacceptable
scenario according to the SLAs, then
run to see if it triggers an alert, initiates a recovery process, or takes other
corrective action or results in a noticeable SLA violation.

Peak-Peak Pattern
Live data is enhanced to exaggerate
spikes. A local peak is the highest in its
local region of the domain (e.g., on a
given day), but may not be the global high.
“How high is high?” is always relative.
We determine the (vertical) height
of the peak by deciding which (hori-
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zontal) time duration to examine. The
longer the horizontal time duration
(e.g., 5 days vs. 25 years), the higher
the peak. Or we can artificially set the
peak as a fixed multiple (e.g., 3x, 12x
or 1002x) of the routine level or the
bellwether demand. If the peak is set
artificially, then the question becomes
how arbitrary or how justifiable are
the assumptions about the multiple.
Peaks and valleys in
demand may have eroded; e.g., by clipping,
isotonic smoothing or
taking moving averages. The swings may
not be extreme enough
for testing purposes.
(Isotonic tuning adjusts
data to be isotonic, a
term familiar to musicians. An isotonic pattern is characterized by
equal inter vals on a
well-tempered scale.
Patterns –such as musical melodies–that are
tuned to a well-tempered scale, are invariant against time scaling, i.e., do not
change if the time scale changes.)

Data Stream Pattern

CRUD Pattern

The word “streaming” is defined here
as continuous transmission rather
than message-by-message. Messagebased transmission protocols acknowledge that each earlier message was
received, and typically retransmit if not.
Characteristics of data streams
include high data volumes and high or
ultra-high throughput or bandwidth.

The acronym CRUD stands for createread-update-delete. A so-called CRUD
diagram shows each test data field, and
what test processes create, read,
update, or delete it.
Distinctly different CRUD patterns
can apply to input, output, reference,
and stored updatable data. (Reference
data is stored and accessible but not
updatable.)
• input data
• output data
• stored and accessible but not updatable data
• stored updatable
data
With output data,
we try to discern patterns as part of interpreting performance
test results; with input
data we look for patterns to determine if
the test data will fulfill
our needs, and if not
how we can enhance it
to fulfill our test objectives. Of course, the output from one
test can be the input to another; it is a
matter of perspective. And since data
and process are intertwined, it is helpful
to have cross-references between them.
The acronym CRUD stands for create-read-update-delete. A so-called
CRUD diagram shows each test data
field, and what test processes create,
read, update, or delete it.
Ideally, these cross-references of
processes to data are already available
and up to date as part of the data models
maintained by the DBAs. If they are not
available, the testers may have to backfill
and create them. This is not a simple
effort, and requires a superior knowledge of the test data and how it is used.
Though CRUD diagrams are important, there usually are problems in using
them. One problem is their sheer size
and unwieldy nature. A simple system
may have a dozen features, but the number of ways in which the features and data
interact could be thousands. Another
issue is how accurate and up to date the
diagrams are. If the mapping of data to
process is wrong, so will be the tests.

•

A CRUD diagram shows each test data
field and what test processes create,
read, update or delete it.

Pre- /Post-Baseline Usage
Change Pattern
Often a functional change such as the
re-engineering of a user work flow has
an unintended byproduct: it triggers a
change in the usage patterns. Ditto
with a change to the live infrastructure: some user tasks tend to be expedited by the change, while others
become relatively slower or more difficult. In reaction, the users adjust how
they work.
In other words, most changes in all
three categories above affect the usage
patterns, i.e., change the mix of
demands on the system.
Two questions are: (1) if the postbaseline scenario should reflect this
usage change, so that the post-baseline test data cannot be the same as
the pre-baseline, and (2), if so how?
Even if we decide the change is trivial
enough to ignore, the pre-baseline
test data may not even run in the postbaseline environment and vice versa.
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•
Streams often cannot easily be re-sent if
the transmission fails, since the stream
is too bulky to store until the success of
a transmission is confirmed. These
streaming data files conform to standard formats (e.g., mpeg for video, h7
for medical images such as x-rays).
One performance trade-off is the
overhead for security, authentication
and data encryption, especially for
top-secret systems.
Compression is another trade-off.
For example, the more a data stream is
compressed, the smaller it is and thus
the less the transmission time
required, but (especially with “lossy”
compression) the poorer the image
quality and resolution. If our quality
metrics include transmission delay but
not delivered image quality, then logically we will try to optimize systems to
deliver zero-content images with infinitesimal delays.
A third trade-off concerns the choice
of transmission media (long-wave sonar,
sub-space troposphere, deep space
interplanetary, semaphore flags), versus
speed, security and reliability.
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PART III:
Stress Patterns

Zero Think Time Pattern

A stress test is one that deliberately
overloads a system, pushing it beyond
its expected capacity. The designedfor peak and peak-peak loadings are
exceeded in stress testing, and if the
system does fail, the purpose is to
ensure that the recovery mechanisms
work.
Overload tests include trying to run
a system above its maximum planned throughput, having more users
logged on and working
concurrently than normal, having each user
use the system more
heavily
than
usual,
attempting to write to a
database that is already
full, attempting to print
several large reports at
the same time, attempting to overflow counters
(by pushing them beyond their maximum
designed-for values),contention for scarce resources, and encountering incompatibilities.
For example, an online query system is supposed to service up to
100 users. In test mode,
we simulate 100 users, all
accessing the same database record (row) at the
same time. Then we simulate 200 users trying to
access the same record.
Another name sometimes used for a stress
test is overload test, particularly when
the test is intended to stress a system
beyond its designed capacity.

Test data will be is replayed with user
reaction pauses (“think times”) set to
zero. Test data is adjusted if and as
necessary, to allow it to run to completion with the think time of zero and
provide meaningful results.

Super-User Pattern

•

Having a fictional “super-user” who
does the work of several is a crude way
to reduce the number of virtual users,
which can be important
if a tool vendor prices
tool licenses by the number of virtual user seats.
A super-user typically
performs the work of
multiple users, from one
workstation. Variations of
this pattern include one
super-super-user representing a large number
of users, to several superusers who each do the
work of a few real users.

We need to
define for
ourselves what
availability
means based
on our
own unique
situation.

“Full Throttle” Test
Execution Patterns

•

Hot Spot Pattern

Hot spot testing is a variation of stress testing,
where the demand on the
system is heavily focused
on a specific, limited portion of the system to try
to detect a weak point.
We employ it in areas that
we suspect are vulnerable
to stress, or for which the
weak links in the chain
are likely to break first
under load.
For example, one suite
of hot spot test cases may
all be computationally
intensive, e.g., computing the value of
(pi) to a billion significant digits, in
order to stress the processor(s). Another
test suite might employ heavy disk I/O
traffic, a third heavy page swapping from
main memory, and so on.

Accelerated Playback Pattern
Replaying test data at higher-than-live
speed is a crude, but fast and simple
stress test. Often the data can be
replayed without modification, but
sometimes the test data must be adjusted to avoid any execution problems in
replay.
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Shared Resources
Contention Pattern
Test data is adjusted to allow for
resource contention, e.g., when a database back-up runs in background
mode during live operation. This is
similar to but not necessarily the same

as background noise.

High Availability Pattern
System availability has never been
more important, with widespread
expectations of “always on” service,
24x7 or 24x365. The higher a system’s
availability, the harder to prove that
availability requirement can be met.
Many, perhaps most, defects lurk in
systems indefinitely and are relatively
benign: they are exercised infrequently, have never yet caused a catastrophe
and rarely cause even a noticeable
minor failure.
According to Ed Adams of IBM, by
the end of the 20th century, the median defect found after delivery in large
IBM mainframe systems had an MTBF
(mean time between failures) of 900
years, and 35% of defects had an
MTBF greater than 5,000 years. IBM
says that many of its clients’ high-availability systems, running under IBM’s
z/OS operating system, have never
experienced a service outage (MBTF is
infinity–so far).
Software reliability engineering
(SRE) is a field that attempts to
address this testing need, but in my
experience does not work well.
Traditionally, availability was defined as simply the fraction of time
that a system is available for use, often
expressed as:
Availability = [ MTBF ] / [ MTBF + MTTR ]

where MTBF is the mean time between
failures; MTTR is the mean time to
repair.
Availability is often measured in
“nines,” for example, 99.999% availability is referred to as “five nines” (At
five nines, the time unavailable cannot
exceed 5.25 minutes per year.) But the
“nines” are too simplistic. The basic
definition of availability (and by
default what is measured and tested)
has become more complex than the
traditional characterization of [ MTBF
/(MTBF+MTTR)], particularly when
viewed from a combination of perspectives representing multiple user
constituencies.
We need to define for ourselves
what availability means, based on our
own unique situation. Unless systems
are clearly and completely compart-
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mentalized, the definition effort needs
to be “end to end,” cross-enterprise
and cross-discipline (i.e., type of
work). In other words, we need clearly
demarcated boundaries among subsystems and among user functions to
avoid political wrangles (turf battles,
finger pointing), and suboptimization
of the end-to-end system.

Patterns for Violations of
Conditions Positive / Negative
(P/N) Pattern
In this context, P/N does not mean
above or below zero, but valid or
invalid. Valid (positive) values of individual data items are replaced by negative ones in the test data, and valid
relationships among data items are
replaced with invalid (negative) relationships with either all valid individual values or only partly valid individual values.
Test cases can be based on either
the likely normal uses of the
system (positive testing), or the
likely points of failure (negative testing). Negative testing
takes a different perspective
than positive testing. In positive testing, the operative question for the tester is: How do I
check that this feature works
and meets the requirement? In
negative testing, the questions
are: What could go wrong?
What should I be worried
about?
Positive-negative
testing
relies on the fact that, to be
effective, any input-based testing must include both positive
and negative tests in an appropriate balance.
For a front-end edit routine,
the appropriate balance may
be 80 percent negative and 20
percent positive (if we are not
counting the passing through of other
positive test cases, used for a separate
test of the downstream internal logic).
There are four main negative-value
conditions in individual data fields to
check:
• An input data field has an invalid
value.
• A stored data field has an invalid
value.
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• A data field used in a computation has an invalid value.
• An output data field has an
invalid value.

the robustness of a system. Various
techniques can be used to de-stabilize
the code base or change a system’s
configuration settings, such as mutation analysis.

Divide-by-Zero Pattern
The test data is deliberately seeded
with one or multiple opportunities to
divide by zero.

Boundary Value (BV) Pattern
A boundary value is a data value that
lies on a boundary, just inside or just
outside a specified range of valid values. Boundary value testing uses test
data values on the boundaries of the
input domain or output range. The
main concepts behind boundary value
testing are:
Errors congregate at the boundaries (e.g., at the extreme upper and
lower limits of the allowable ranges of
input values).
We need a mix of both positive and

•
Errors congregate at
the boundaries—at the
extreme upper and lower
limits—of allowable ranges
of inputs values.

•
negative test cases.
Boundary value testing is a variation of the traditional techniques of
domain/range testing, equivalence
partitioning, and positive-negative
testing.

De-Stabilization Pattern
This a method that uses random perturbations of data values to evaluate

Error or Exception
Condition Pattern
We reverse-engineer the system (i.e.,
analyze the flow backwards from outcome to cause), for each alert that we
expect to be issued by the system in
the appropriate situation, or other
output like an error condition or
warning message.

Patterns that Probe For
System Limits
Limit Pattern
This type of testing is used when the
intended capacity limits are known, as
the system was designed to carry a specific peak load. This ability of the system to service the peak load
needs to be verified, often as
part of a contractual obligation. Sometimes the test work
load, duration, environment
and evaluation criteria are all
pre-defined as part of the contract. This is also referred to
as a capacity verification test.

Bottleneck Identification
/ Localization Pattern
These patterns focus on problem isolation, diagnosis and
debugging, rather than pure
measurement and testing, but
the performance testers often
do them as a service to the
developers and system architects. We need these activities
because it is difficult to tune a
system without knowing where
the bottlenecks are.
The patterns tend to be
developed on a exploratory, iterative
basis because they cannot be planned
in advance of the beginning of testing.
Endurance Pattern
This type of testing places a load on
the system for an extended period of
time, usually for a few days or weeks,
with the purpose of detecting slow-toappear, delayed-fuse bugs such as
memory leaks, wild pointers, or slow
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buffer overflows. Duration testing can
also be used to measure the system
availability in terms of the percentage
of time it is functioning, and reliability
of the system in terms of MTBF. Other
names for this type of testing are burnin testing and soak testing.
Many systems have a high tolerance
for errors, either by design or by happenstance, and can stagger on for an
extended period until they become
overwhelmed by an accumulation of
problems. This means that it’s important to run a test for an extended duration, usually for a period of hours or
days. It also means that testers need to
define what minimal level of service is
acceptance when the system is operating in degraded mode. We can combine this type of testing with
robustness and reliability testing, by running stress or
destructive (negative) loads,
not just routine loads, for
extended durations.
The Hewlett-Packard UNIX
OS undergoes a full-throttle,
192-hour (8x24) stress test.
Managers and sales execs are
often anxious about delivery
deadlines, so the question arises: is 7 days (7x24) or 6 days or
less sufficient? Surely after 7
days no significant bugs remain
to be found?
An analysis of bug patterns
showed that 5.5% of all bugs, weighted
by severity, were found in the 8th day.
This was enough justification to continue running full 192-hour tests.

Spike and Bounce Pattern
Spike testing launches an intense
spike in the work load, usually for a
very short duration, to determine how
the system handles abrupt increases in
demand.
A variation of spike testing is to follow
the spike with a bounce down to a ver y
low load level, and then continue
repeating the up and down pattern.
This tests whether the system can
respond to rapid significant changes
and redirect the use of its resources,
for example, through load balancing.
An example of a spike test is to
transmit a “send to all” email, where
we send a large file attachment to a
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large group of users at the same time.
For example, we could use a
PowerPoint presentation that incorporates video and audio clips. We send
the uncompressed file and encrypt it
so that every copy has to be decoded at
the point of reception, and send it to
everyone in marketing. This transmitted file should be reasonably large,
i.e., at least 100 MB in size.

strained ones.
Many problems not seen with sweet
spot configurations materialize with
extreme ones, and often before the
testing officially begins. Merely
attempting to set up the extreme but
legitimate configuration and install
the software surfaces the bugs.
Extreme configurations are usually
corner cases, or always by definition.

Breakpoint Pattern

Dirty Configuration Pattern

In this type of stress testing, we
increase the load until the system fails.
(Or we increase the load as much as is
feasible within the constraints of the
test environment, if the heaviest load
is not sufficient to force the system to
fail.) The purpose is to determine the

A dirty configuration is one which is
not supported, so you may question
why we’d bother to test it. In practice,
many environments are not pristine
(just think about all the strange little
files cluttering your personal computer), but users expect systems to be
robust enough to run regardless. Dirty configuration testing is examining the robustness of the system in dirty but
common environments.

•
In the next article, we will
review patterns of interaction,
errors, change and testability.

•
load at which the system breaks, where
(at what point within the system) the
breakage occurs, and how the breakage is manifested (how the system
fails, e.g., a database overflow, or a network link goes down).
Breakpoint testing is useful when
we do know what the system limits are,
and have an interest in finding the
heaviest load the system can handle
before failure to find out what the limits actually are.

Extreme Configuration Pattern
Many systems are configurable: they
contain internal switch settings that
allow them to be customized, and they
can run on a variety of hardware, network and database platforms. Extreme
configurations are worst-case ones,
either the largest and the most complex or the minimalist, resource-con-

Perturbation (Chaos
Butterfly Effect) Pattern
In an unstable system, tiny
perturbations to inputs and
initial conditions cause large
changes in outputs and the
system behavior. For software,
chaos theor y implies that
small and apparently insignificant changes can lead to large
undesirable changes elsewhere in the system.

In the Next Article
We will continue to review test data
patterns:
Interaction Patterns (Rendezvous
and Synchronization, Race Conditions, Feature Interference, Interoperability, Interface Mismatches,
Deadlock).
Error Patterns (“Bad Day”, Soap
Opera, Error Detection & Recovery,
Degraded Mode of Operation, Fault
Injection).
Change Patterns (Live Operation
Change, System Change Impact Assessment, Infrastructure Impact Assessment).
Testability Patterns (Resource Utilization, Capacity Forecasting, Scalability, Failure Modes Effects and
Assessment (FMEA)). ý
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Making the decision to outsource the
development of your critical application
is not easy. There are pros and cons,
but, once the decision is made, it is
imperative that the quality you paid for
and expected is the quality you receive.
Ask yourself this:
What is the quality of the code that has
been developed?
Is it too complex, making it
unmaintainable and unreliable?
How thoroughly was it tested prior to
delivery?

Are you convinced that the most
complex areas of your critical
application were tested?
Is the code quality and test coverage
trending in a positive direction?

If you do outsource, you owe it to
yourself, your organization, and most
importantly your customers to know the
answers to these questions.
McCabe IQ provides those answers
using advanced static and dynamic
analysis technology to help you focus
your attention on the most complex and
risky areas of your code base.

AgitarOne helps you work faster, better, and more
FRVWHI¿FLHQWO\DV\RXGHYHORSDQGPDLQWDLQ\RXU
Java applications.
‘AgitarOne JUnit Generator’ is the fastest
and easiest way to create a thorough suite of
JUnit tests, both for new code and for legacy
DSSOLFDWLRQV,WKHOSV\RX¿QGUHJUHVVLRQVDQG
makes it safer and easier to improve your code
and reduce the cost to maintain it.
AgitarOne JUnit Generator can generate
250,000 lines or more of JUnit per
hour and routinely achieves JUnit
coverage of 80% or better.

McCabe IQ’s breakthrough visualization
techniques, enterprise reporting engine,
and executive dashboard provide you
with a complete picture of what is being
produced.
It’s time you made the most of your
RXWVRXUFLQJLQYHVWPHQWDQGEHQH¿WWHG
from over 30 years of software quality
research and development.
Don’t just think your code is good.
Be sure of it, with McCabe IQ.

‘AgitarOne Agitator’ helps developers understand
the behavior of their code as they write it. This
helps you prevent bugs and eliminate the code
complexity that becomes tomorrow’s maintenance
headache.
Based on our breakthrough innovation called
“software agitation”, AgitarOne Agitator helps
developers not only validate the expected behavior
of their code but also discover unexpected
behavior.
AgitarOne helps you unit test better and faster, and
is the best way to create, use, and manage the unit
tests needed to be truly agile.

Pre-Deployment
Load Testing
Don’t Let
Overload Put
Your Company’s
Name on The
Front Page

By Prakash Sodhani

oad testing should be an
integral part of any quality process. Unlike functiona l

Photograph from Fotolia.com
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testing, which ensures that applications
perform as expected in terms of functional requirements, load and performance testing determine whether an application is able to survive the heavy load of
users in the real world.
Not long ago, Gmail, Google’s email
platform, was down for few minutes. It
was front page news in some newspapers.
Imagine Google tr ying to sustain the
load of millions of users without load
testing in advance of deployment.
There’s a lot at stake for many comPrakash Sodhani is a quality control specialist at a global IT services company based
in Texas.
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panies to ensure that users don’t see a
“Page cannot be displayed” because the
server is unavailable. Even more important is to closely analyze the results and
take corrective actions as necessary.
This article builds on a previous work
(Software Test & Performance May,
2008), which detailed real-time load test
scenarios to determine scalability in peak
usage times. Continuing along those lines,
this article covers issues dealing with activities after the performance tests are completed. It answers questions such as:
• What statistics should be monitored
during the load tests?

• How should the metrics be collected and analyzed?
• What recommendations can be
made to the development team to
fine tune the application?
Put more simply, the questions require
that we address three major topics:
• Monitoring
• Analysis
• Tuning
The terms are defined as follows:
1) Monitoring
A load test result contains performance
counter samples and error information
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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LOAD TESTING

FIG 1: PERFORMANCE PEAKS AND VALLEYS

collected periodically from the computers under test. A large number of performance counter samples can be collected over the course of a load test run.
The amount of performance data collected depends on the length of the run,
the sampling interval, the number of
computers under test and the number of
counters to collect. For a large load test,
the amount of performance data collected can easily be several gigabytes.
While a test is in progress, a condensed
version of the performance metrics can
be observed using various graphs. This
process is termed monitoring and the
results are referred to as in-progress.
2) Analysis
By default, the test controller spools all
collected load-test sample data to a database while the test is running. Additional
data, such as timing and error details,
are loaded into the database when the
test completes. The performance data
for a completed test can be loaded from
the database and analyzed by an analysis tool. A completed test result loaded
from a load test result database is also
called a post-run result.
3) Tuning
Once results have been analyzed, the
load test engineer, in collaboration with
development team, recommends some
measures to fine tune the application.
The tuning recommendations can be
with respect to application servers, Web
ser vers, Java applications or the JVM,
the database, or a combination. This
step narrows down the specific area that
is believed to be a major obstacle and
follows the steps iteratively until the
application is performing as expected.
For the three steps above, some
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knowledge of testing tools and analytical abilities are necessary. For the purposes of this article, HP LoadRunner
was used for load testing, and Java monitoring was performed by Quest
Performasure. I’ve kept the concepts
described here as general as possible
so they should apply to other tools in
most cases.

Performance Monitoring
The first step in analyzing performance
results is to set up the monitoring components (see Figure 1). Online monitoring of metrics during a test run provides
a picture of how the test is going and lets
you decide whether it makes sense to continue based on early metrics.
There are 3 steps involved in a monitoring setup:

text switch rate, CPU utilization, incoming packets error rate on a UNIX server, the rstatd daemon must be configured on the machine or machines to be
tested. Without the rstatd daemon, it
may not be possible to collect the
desired metrics using LoadRunner.
2. Configure Controller Machine
The controller governs the test run. It
is from here that you control your test
scenarios. The controller’s two main
purposes are:
• To verify that server machines have
been correctly configured
• To add the desired measurements
to the list of metrics to be collected
c) Configure Generator Machine
The Load Generator is a machine that

FIG. 2: BACK-HEAVY RESPONSE TIMES

1. Configure Servers
This step involves installing required
components on ser ver machines to
enable collection of metrics during the
performance test run.
For example: To monitor metrics
such as average load, collision rate, con-

runs virtual users; the software responsible for simulating user activity. During
the test, the controller transfers information about the desired load and metrics to be collected to the load generator, which generates the load and stores
the results. When the test is done, results
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data is transferred to the controller,
which can then perform an analysis. If
you’re having trouble linking these
machines, see sidebar: “Don’t Wind It,
Ping It.”

Real-time Monitoring
Once you’ve completed the set-up, the
next task is to start running tests.
Performance monitoring tools give you
options to monitor the metrics of interest during the test run. However, tools
vary as to how many graphs can be displayed at one time.
There are some people who believe
that if the same information is available
after the test run is complete, there’s
no need to waste time looking at the
monitors during the test run. But there
are certain benefits to real-time monitoring during the test run, such as:
• Identify errors early. Using online
monitors can help testers to gauge
the results of a test run early in the
process. For example: in one test
run I performed recently, I started
seeing errors as soon as the tests
began. Looking at the server logs,
we discovered that the there were
code deployment issues and that
running the tests would be of no
use until those issues were fixed.
Having that information from the
monitors helped us identify an
error long before the test run had
completed, enabling the development team to begin work that
much more quickly.
• Gauge testing results: With the
metrics display on the monitors,
we can with relative certainty gauge
how the test would proceed. For
example: having a look at a
response-time cur ve during the
first half of the test could enable
us to make a decision to stop the
test and run a modified scenario
and save time.

FIG. 3: HEAP USAGE
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Performance Analysis
During load test scenario execution, virtual users generate result data as they
perform their activities. To monitor the
scenario performance during test execution, we use the online monitoring
tools described in the previous section.
To view a summary of the results after
test execution, we use analysis tools.
Analysis tools provide in-depth reports
and graphs, presenting information that
teams need to evaluate the performance
of their applications under test. There
are also lots of customizations available
to get the statistics one wants to find
problematic areas.
Performance testing, without proper analysis, is useless. A careful inspection of the data can reveal performance
problems and often leads to other troubleshooting steps. Let’s look at couple
of examples to better demonstrate this.
The graph in Figure 1 shows average
response times for a sample test run. As can
be immediately seen, the graph shows multiple peaks and troughs during the test run.
The sharp peaks and valleys indicate a problem sometimes known as a performance
leak. This means that a resource is in short
supply, causing virtual users to wait until
the resource is available and hence the
increased response times (shown as highs
in the graph). When the resource becomes
available, response times returned to normal (seen as lows).
Figure 2 shows that during the end of
a scenario run, we see very high response
times. One conclusion might be that as the
number of users increases, so too does contention for resources such as Web server
and database connections hence the slower performance. This would point to an
inspection of server configurations such
as the connection pool, thread configuration and memory allocation and usage.
However, it is sometimes risky to draw
conclusions by looking at these graphs in
isolation. It’s best to merge graphs from

D

ON’T WING IT, PING IT
The machine you set up as your controller also will be told what performance metrics are important to you. But
when it comes time to test, the controller
hands this information over to the load
generator(s), which simulate user activity and collect data based on your metrics. When testing’s done, they send
results back to the controller for analysis. Obviously, communication between
the controller and generator machines
is critical. If this is a problem, here are
a couple of very basic troubleshooting
steps you might try:
• Use the “ping” command from either
machine to the other to make sure they
can see each other.
• Check that the LoadRunner agent
process is running on generator
machine. It is this agent process that
handles all communication between
controller and generator.
Before running your main test, I recommended running a short test first,
just to make sure everything is working
properly.

multiple test scenarios in an effort to
reveal as much information as possible.
For example, merging an “Average
Response Time” graph with a “Running
Users” graph can reveal information on
whether there is a direct correlation
between response time and the number
of users connected to the system.

Performance Tuning
Once you have monitored and analyzed
the performance test results, the next
step is to drill further into the specifics
and find the exact cause of performance
bottlenecks. Most of the time, the analysis graphs provide enough information
into problem areas, but developers would
usually require more specific information
than you might be able to provide using
just these tools. I remember providing
analysis graphs to one of the developers
in my team and getting back a reply:
“These static graphs don’t help me. I
would rather have more specifics or information on the server logs”.
There are several tools available that
can help to drill down into the stack and
provide more specific information for
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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most expensive method and so on.
In Figure 4, the upper pane displays
all the methods related to a particular
GET request displayed in the bottom
pane. Also, one of the methods in the
upper pane is surrounded by dark black
lines. This method was found to be most
expensive with respect to “Average
Cumulative Time” (displayed in top of
graph as “Active Metric”).

FIG. 4: FINDING THE BOTTLENECK

methods and database activities. These
include Wily Introscope, Quest Performasure, and IBM ITCAM.
Here are some of the parameters that
need a closer look at. We will consider
a Java application for the purposes of
this example.
a) Heap Memory
A heap memor y pool is an internal
memor y pool created at start-up that
tasks use to dynamically allocate memory as needed. An optimal heap memory ensures that processes can execute
as expected without memory becoming
a cause of contention.
Figure 3 contains a sample graph showing heap usage as 256.9 MB. Maximum
heap size in this case was 256 MB, a bit close
for comfort. For optimal performance,
heap memory should be increased so it
doesn’t become a bottleneck.
b) Component Level Details
One of the biggest advantages of a performance monitoring and tuning tool
is the detail it provides. Some of the Java
components that are commonly used
are servlets and Java Server Pages (JSPs).
It can be helpful to know which component is the bottleneck in the application. For example: the graph in Figure
6 shows that “Action Ser vlet” exhibits
the longest response times compared
with other servlets. So, with this information a developer can specifically look
into the “Action Ser vlet” instead of
guessing and spending time troubleshooting other components.
Let’s look at the step by step process of
how to drill down to “method level” details
using Quest Performasure. Remember,
though process can differ a little among
various tools, basics never change.
Step 1: Open the desired recorded
Performasure session for analysis. The
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default view of Performasure is the
“Request Time” browser. This view shows
you all the top requests sorted by
response time. Among these requests is
the tier (application or database) where
these requests spent most of their time.
Step 2: Knowing this, drill in to see the
appropriate team to assist, which in this
case is the application or database team.
Step 3: Once you know which request
is most expensive (timewise), next you
can opt to view more information about
it in the “Request Tree” browser. This
view shows a call tree of all classes and
methods corresponding to the request
you identified.
Step 4: Then drill down a little further
and find which method among all the
methods shown in “Request Tree” browser needs to be looked at. Since a request
might call a lot of methods, it’s helpful
to find few methods for us to look in. You
can use various features to drill down to
the most expensive method.
Repeat these steps to prune the next

c) Basic UNIX commands
A general understanding of basic UNIX
commands can come in handy when
troubleshooting and analyzing ser ver
logs. Some of commands I have found
useful are:
• Top?Displays top CPU processes
• PS? Report processes status
• Tail? Prints the last few lines of a
file, which is handy for checking
log files
It is also useful to have a detailed
knowledge of Java threads. In many cases, taking thread dumps can be helpful in
identifying exactly what is going on in the
application when a bottleneck arises.
Load and performance testing must
be carefully controlled processes.
Perhaps more critical than the test themselves is the analysis performed of the
data gathered post-test and the actions
taken as a result. It is among the last and
most critical steps in the QA cycle before
the product rolls out to the real world,
and it could be your last best hope for
preventing a PR Katrina. Because it’s
always better to find issues yourself than
to let your customers find them for you,
or worse yet, to read about them in the
morning paper. ý

FIG. 5: GETTING THE GET REQUEST
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Static, Dynamic Analysis:
Separate Cooperation
A child’s see-saw isn’t much
That’s a recipe for a secufun if there’s only one perrity vulnerability.”
son. It takes two to make
Experts in the field unithe system work as
versally agree that static
designed. Code analysis is
code analysis is almost nevnot all that different.
er done early enough in the
Dynamic and static code
development cycle. “To
analysis both are powerful
convince people to do this
tools that work best as part
early, we analyze their proof a coordinated effort.
duction code,” says Alen
It’s easy to get confused
Zukich, Director Of Field
Joel Shore
about the role of each, but
Ser vices at Klocwork.
those roles are clearly defined, says
“Their reaction is always the same: ‘I
Danny Allan, IBM Rational’s Director
could have applied automated testing
of Security Research. Static analysis
early in the process and saved all this
tools look at the actual code from a
money and trouble.’ That’s the smokstructural and semantic perspective. By
ing gun.”
analyzing the source code, it’s possible
But doing it earlier means taking statto go through all of its paths, someic analysis away from the testers (parthing that simply can’t be done during
tially, at least) and putting it into develdynamic analysis which takes place
opers’ hands. “You’ve got to do this so
while the application is actually rundevelopers can find and fix errors as
ning. To analyze code, however, the
they are coding,” Zukich says.
static tool needs to understand what“Ultimately, when you get to build-inteever the source code language and assogration time, you reduce the amount of
ciated frameworks.
work that needs to be done by the testOn the flip side, dynamic analysis
ing team.” The practice also heightens
provides a way to instrument the run
developers’ awareness of their own codtime and observe behavior as the code
ing technique and shouldn’t be seen as
is executed. “Dynamic analysis can be
a process change. As developers code,
much more pointed and deep,” says Ben
they can continually verify that they
Chelf, CTO at Coverity, which makes
haven’t introduced anything bad. “You
tools for both static and dynamic analyget a cleaner process going for ward,”
sis. “You can keep track of the exact
says Zukich.
memory state of execution down a sinCoverity’s Chelf recalls a case that
gle path, but you have to execute the
cost the manufacturer of high-end autocode to do this.”
motive “infotainment” systems dearly.
IBM’s Allan agrees. “Because [with
Every time a driver turned on the GPS
dynamic analysis] you’re looking at a
unit, the speedometer suddenly disdeployed app, you don’t need to deal
played zero, soon flipping back to the
with source code.” The biggest benecorrect value. “They had to recall these
fit, though, may be seeing the app from
products, a very, very expensive move,”
a user (or hacker) perspective. “You see
he says. Later analysis of the code
the same thing a malicious individual
revealed the error, a simple case of writwould see.” Static code testing is still cruing past the end of an array. The overcial, however. “I saw an app recently
flow location into which the GPS was
where the index array began with 0 on
writing initialization zeros was exactly
the client side and 1 on the server side.
where the miles-per-hour value was
MAY 2009

stored. The fix was simple, the cost was
enormous.
Errors are not always as benign.
Coverity’s free scanning service for the
open source community found a serious bug in X.org, the open source
implementation of the X Window
System. In a function to check root privileges, the coder omitted the parentheses. So, instead of actually calling the
function to compare the return value,
the function pointer value, which always
tested as non-zero and passed, was being
used. “If you knew the specific option
to trigger that bug when you started X,
you’d gain instant root privileges on any
machine,” says Chelf.
At Access, a developer of embedded
software currently on more than 700 million mobile phones worldwide, the first
run of Coverity’s static tool against the
code base of two million lines flagged
“thousands of issues,” in just five minutes says Vividh Siddha, Access’
Engineering VP. “This was not a surprise;
the number of bugs we were getting
from the field was fairly large. It means
either there are issues in the software
itself, or the testing we were doing internally was fairly weak.” Now two releases
later, the analysis tools have cut the number issues “drastically.” The amount of
time needed to run these tools is insignificant in comparison to benefits, he says.
The bottom line is that testing both
static source code and dynamic running
applications, especially in age of Web
applications built with direct exposure
to both good and bad guys, are complementary activities that are run separately but whose results should be taken together. ý
Joel Shore is a 20-year industry veteran and
has authored numerous books on personal
computing. He owns and operates Reference
Guide, a technical product reviewing and documentation consultancy in Southboro, Mass.
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Future
Future
Test

Test

Is Testing A
Right-Brain
Activity?
I have been reading "Drawing
is more heuristic and searchon the Artist Within" by Betty
es to fit pieces of a system
Edwards and thinking how it
together in a way that doesmight help guide the future
n’t fit easily with word based
of software testing. During the
explanations. Think back to
first few chapters I discovered
the skills you learned in
concepts related to testing
music, art and drama class (if
strategies I use like the heurisyou had them). R-mode
tic test strategy model, and sesthinking often results in an
sion-based exploratory test"a-ha" moment after we’ve
ing developed by James and
been chewing on a problem
Adam White
Jon Bach; Just in Time Testing
for a while.
by Rob Sabourin; and Rapid Software
Here is the connection
Testing as taught by Michael Bolton.
to testing for me. In my
The beginning of this book on drawown work I flip back and
ing describes Betty Edwards’ method for
forth between the two styles
teaching people to “see things differentof thinking. I often find
ly,” and draw what is “right in front of their
myself in front a whiteeyes.” The discussion focuses on the brain
board drawing my underand its modes of operation, which most
standing of systems to “get
of us know as left-brain and right-brain
my ideas out where I can
thinking. Edwards prefers to call this Lsee them.” This often leads
mode and R-mode thinking to avoid arguto an a-ha moment for me.
ments over exact locations in the brain
I make the strongest conand instead focus on the type of thinking.
nections when I use a white
L-mode thinking in Edwards’ view, is
board combined with the
the linear, logical, and language-based
R-mode thinking of the
thinking most of us are used to. Do step
heuristic test strategy mod1 and then do step 2. Here is the algoel. I come up with a numrithm, or set of rules, to solve this probber of insights I’m sure
lem. Times up – it’s time to stop. In this
would have otherwise
mode everything is explainable through
remained hidden.
definitions, and most importantly, the
I also frequently use sesresults need to be “logical.” One doesn’t
sion based test manageneed to look much further than our "modment. This style of testing
ern" education system to see that this mode
appears to incorporate both
of thinking is dominant in our society.
types of thinking. It has
R-mode thinking on the other hand,
structure and process to
is the area of the brain that sees the whole
please the L-mode brain. We can count
picture, or gestalt of a given problem or
"things" called sessions, keep track of time
situation. This mode doesn’t seem to
and do verbal reports of our findings with
process thought in the linear way that Lother testers. We also get the freedom to
mode does. It appears this thinking style
do R-mode thinking. We are allowed to

•

learn as we go, explore what we are seeing
and apply it toward building a gestalt of
the whole application. There is even a
place to track this in the written session
reports called opportunity testing. I have
experience with SBTM and it works for
me. I’ve seen others who struggle with it.
Perhaps these struggles come up because
we aren’t used to actively engaging both
styles of thinking. Perhaps we need some
methods teach us how to look at things differently.
Edwards describes it best when she says
that “[d]rawing, often considered a form
of creativity, can provide actual evidence
of such mental shifts: a drawing can show
whether one brain mode was 'in charge'
during the process of drawing, even
though the person might be unaware that
the drawing is being influenced by a particular mental set. I believe that learning
to draw mainly requires learning to be
aware of which brain mode is dominating
and more important, learning to control
mental shifts in brain mode. And I believe
these skills are also prime
requisites for increasing creative-thinking abilities”
I fundamentally believe
that testing is a creative activity. I also believe testers need
to be aware of and learn
from different styles of
thinking and practicing
their craft. After I read this
quote I thought perhaps
drawing or “learning to see
things differently” might be
a way to better testing. Let’s
consciously switch focus to
learning and teaching Rmode activities, like those
found in Edwards’ book and
the exercises in the rapid
software testing course
developed by James Bach
and Michael Bolton. Both
of these resources give us
great ways to teach ourselves
to tap all the creative powers inside our heads and
simultaneously revamp our
testing education system. Can you imagine that? ý

I make the
strongest connections when I use
a whiteboard
with the R-mode
thinking of the
heuristic test
strategy model.
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Adam White is manager of PlateSpin, a datacenter automation company.
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